Police Dog Attacks 60-Year-Old Woman

By Cheryl Brown

A broken tail on an animal that Volkswagen has resulted in a near-miss for a young boy and has cost the Black and Brown residents of the area a forum for exposure for their cause.

The boy, identified only by his initials R.J., was playing with a small dog in the area of the Black and Brown community. As he was running across the street, the dog bit him on the leg, causing the boy to fall to the ground. The boy's parents, who were nearby, immediately came to his aid and called for medical assistance.

In response to the incident, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) was notified. The investigation is ongoing, and the NLRB is currently reviewing the facts to determine whether the dog's actions constituted an unlawful act under the National Labor Relations Act.

The NLRB investigates claims of unlawful discrimination and provides remedies for victims of such discrimination. In this case, the NLRB is investigating whether the dog's actions constituted an unlawful act under the Act.

The NLRB's investigation is expected to be completed within a few weeks. The NLRB will then issue a decision regarding the merits of the case.

If the NLRB finds that the dog's actions constituted an unlawful act under the Act, the NLRB will issue a complaint and hold a hearing to determine the appropriate remedy for the victim. The victim may then choose to file a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) or the state equal employment opportunity agency.

If the EEOC or the state agency finds that the victim has been discriminated against, it will issue a complaint and hold a hearing to determine the appropriate remedy for the victim. The victim may then choose to file a lawsuit in federal court.
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The Allen Chapel Church celebrated it's 91st birthday Tuesday, April 11, 1983. Mrs. Eutha Finger-Allen, President of the Allen Chapel Church, said, "We have established ourselves as the most enthusiastic, radiant and spirited church in Riverside, CA. We have to accept that, but we also have to be grateful to lift up and praise the Lord in Him."

The Allen Chapel Church Family celebrated its 91st birthday Tuesday, April 11, 1983. Mrs. Eutha Finger-Allen, President of the Allen Chapel Church, said, "We have established ourselves as the most enthusiastic, radiant and spirited church in Riverside, CA. We have to accept that, but we also have to be grateful to lift up and praise the Lord in Him."

The Allen Chapel Church, 13101 Central Ave., Chino, CA 91710, will offer services beginning Friday, April 1, 1983. Many awards were given by the Lay Organization for services rendered. Mrs. Roberstein thanked every one for their beautiful participation in helping to make this annual Lay Day one that we shall never forget. A delicious meal was served to everyone in attendance.

Please join with us in remembering our sick and those who are about to depart. The Allen Chapel Church Calendar: The second Prayer Vigil will be held at Allen Chapel April, 1983, all day with "Prayerful Peace." Allen Chapel, Riverside, will host the Sunday School Convention on June 23-24, 1983. The Allen Chapel Church will serve lunch and sing meeting. The Courtyard Youth to invite you to attend their Annual Fashion Show and Banquet April 30, 1983 at 6:30 P.M. More information later.
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Dr. Robert Fairley surprised the Island Evangelic community last Sunday, anunciing the ministry of his resignation from New Hope Baptist Church in San Bernardino, March 20, 1983.

Perhaps you would like an update as to what's happening. Is there any old news? Oh yes, look! You had a redundant, the Gospel Connection has finally re-opened Grand Reopening! Why not visit the establishment and pick up three albums for the price of one, or is it the other way around? Maybe you should check with the owner Sista Simpson.

Events coming up: Mansha Reshapi (gospel DJ, Sunday afternoon) is putting together a concert for the University on April 6, 1983, at Wabasso. Be sure to support their efforts.

Billed as the Southern Gospel Concert of the Year, Lenny Lukt and the First Family from Memphis, Tennessee, will be in full concert on April 15 1983 at the St. Mark C.O.G.I.C. in Rochester. In the event you haven't heard the song "Little Wooden Church on the Hill" in a long time, bring grandma and the whole family to enjoy this ministry in song. Special guest choir will be the Rochester Missionary Baptist Church Youth Choir. What a Time! A Time to Know and shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you for everyone that asketh receiveth, and he that seeketh findeth, and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.

Pastor Hunter closed his message by singing, "Here I Go Over!

--- ANOUNCMENTS --- March 27, 1983 --- The Pastor's Ad Club is upon us with a program. "Youth Day" featuring the Second Evergreen Baptist Church.

Rev. Roland will be presenting the message.

Dr. Robert Fairley, Pastor
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Drawing on April 2, 1983
at the Black Business Expo, Raincross Square

FREE TRIP TO

MAZATLAN
MEXICO

Fly Out of L.A.X.
4 Days and 3 Nights
INCLUDES
Beach Front Hotel
baggage handling
an Optional City Tour
all taxes

Transportation to Airport will be provided by Chino Hills Ford

Subscribe Today and
name will be entered
in contest Trip for 2

Subscribe Today TO
Riverside County's
Only Black Paper
There is something for everyone.

Black Voice News In News
Stands All Over Riverside
THE SEVEN KINDERGARTEN classes of Rio Valley of what has made our country great. Close to

Alfred is for him at the end of Period 5 last Thursday. Alfred is

We need more young people like Alfred.

safety from danger, but for deliverance from fear. It

Today's Business Memorabilia includes, a rough show where industry suppliers exhibited the largest in the nation from the 1800s, is on display through April 22 from the Don V. Cone
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A customer who uses a
...Brown Roast

Riverdale Municipal Court, Judge Dana Henry, Superior Court, Los Angeles, Ben Lewis, former Mayor Riverside, Art Pick, Executive Director Chamber of Commerce, John Longville, Councilman, Rialto, Roy Carcenas, Chair Riverside Board of Supervisors, Randy Brown, Vice President NAACP, San Bernardino and publisher of the Black Voice News, Riverside, Jim Lloyd, former Congressman Les Richter, Riverside International Racetrack, Mayor Tom Bradley, Los Angeles.

Bradley said he'd always felt uncomfortable when being roasted and out of respect he could not poke fun at his longtime friend. He did, however, offer a tale and called Brown the "prince of all the common people of this country."

On the humorous side, Rialto City Councilman Ron Longville, former executive aid for Brown called him to the podium to examine his driver's license and said, "Can you imagine roasting a 215 pound piece of meat in five minutes."

Another presenter, Walt Ingalls, said to Terry Goggins, who had left the dinner, that he told the assemblyman not to grin so much because this was not Brown's retirement party—only a fundraiser. The word is circulating that Goggins wants to run for the Congressman's seat. Ten years ago they were opponents for the newly created district.

Roy Carcenas pointed out that Democrats should have been ashamed for not showing more support for Brown. "Maybe we need to look at ourselves whenever roast George."

Hardy Brown spoke the good things of George Brown and also his image. Brown said, "with the Republican Administration in power in the White House, it's nice to have a person who is easy to talk to, and a pipeline to San Bernardino and Riverside areas back to Congress. Brown also gave a story which depicted the "George Brown" image then presented him with two cigars.

Congressman Brown told the Voice in a telephone interview, "the roast was extremely successful. All results showed it as a financial success. I do, however, take exception to some of the comments, but I didn't take offense to all of them."

JOE BACA discussed the roast with Tom Bradley, and answers the question Bradley has posed about his future plans on the San Bernardino Valley College Trustee Board.

MARY CURTIN, Secretary AFL-CIO Riverside-San Bernardino Counties recently received a telegram from Brown congratulating her on her selection among the 50 leading women in organized labor. Also Charles Brown.

LAOS CARSON, Director of the Riverside Community Action Agency and S.B. Valley College Trustee, smiles as they talk over old times, and their long-time association supporting Congressman Brown.

Cecilia Lightburn, recently appointed staff representative for Assemblyman Terry Goggins, Lt. Governor Leo McCarthy come out to support the fund raising efforts.

The curriculum plan for the unity, survival, and progress of black people.

Receiving organization: Law Enforcement

Mission:
Your primary responsibility is not only to prevent and defend the citizens from crimes, but also to defend with equal regard the rights and privileges of all citizens.

Execution:
1. By working with crime prevention community organizations and supplemening community-based crime prevention activities, establish in all the communities a sense of pride, ownership and confidence. Maintain a high profile among your law enforcement agency for the protection of the rights of all citizens.
2. Take personal responsibilities for understanding the community you are serving. Know the community members and organizations that provide leadership, and seek ways in which you can work with them to achieve goals of crime control and prevention.
3. Give special attention to methods and efforts of preventing the elderly.
4. Give special attention to methods and efforts of preventing the elderly.
5. Implement a youth motivation and training program among high school and college age youth. Provide them with career information, positive role models and information on job opportunities.
6. Promote and advocate the "Rule; for Black Unity, Survival, and Progress.
7. Support the redefinition of youth gangs toward community involvement and preservation.
8. Maintain a high profile as a positive role model within the community.
9. Know your rights and fulfill your responsibilities as a member of the police force.

MRS. AVILA: Ais said she was sitting during the police dog attack and had lefticus turned in her arm and in her breast.

As the officer with photography equipment entered the room, the question of what to do with Mr. Avila was not raised. "He said, "I don't see what the problem is."

The officer told Mrs. Avila to take her mother to the hospital because the thought she'd be embarrassed riding in a police car. At 11:30 am, the police brought her prior to her arrival, and she was treated immediately and the bill was directed to the Riverside Police Department.

Richardson, acting Police Chief, met with a group of citizens at the Mayor's office regarding the matter. He said that the investigation was not complete because the Avila family wouldn't talk to the police. Mr. Avila, "after you did that, my family, I was afraid to talk to the police. You may hate my words around, the officers were hostile toward me. After I cooperated fully with them."

Judy Louder, President of the Greater Riverside Ministerial Association, served as moderator for the meeting. She asked why the dog was used. The officer responded by explaining the canine unit was the closest one to respond and the tone of the female officer's voice calling for backup, made them think that they had to do the canine unit.

Richardson said his reports say that Mrs. Avila ejected the dog six times. "The dog was in a leash under control, he is trained to protect his home."

Amendment was ratified in 1913. States, has more than 50 miles of waterfront.

The American GI Forum, Riverside Chapter, oversees construction of Renovations and Additions to the Children's. Riverside, California.

The City Council reserves the right to request that the City Manager names of individuals to serve on a commission to select a new police chief. City Manager Worland said he expects to use at least two, one to screen the applicants to a reasonable number and then the other with the last 5 or so applicants.

Join us.

For constipation relief tomorrow reach for EX-LAX tonight. Contains the active ingredient, Polyethylene Glycol 3350. Relieves constipation safely. Dependably. Try it tonight. Sold everywhere.
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But that's doubtful. The U.S. Department of Labor projects that 25 million new jobs will be created between 1977 and 1982, making it more difficult for non-professionals to find work.

Secretaries are the top ranking occupational category in job growth, with an expected 700,000 new jobs. Nurses and teaching assistants, and janitors and attendants. Not until about 2020 will we see a significant change in the labor market for skilled workers.

The coming of industrial robots will make some forms of production more efficient, but at the cost of many jobs. No one ever dreams that the auto industry, for example, will ever employ as many people as it used to.

At Nobel Prize winning economist Wassily Leontief's 1973 conference, "predictors of the national economic system's future, as a result of significant improvements in job-creating capacity." His prediction was that the U.S. economy would experience a "post-industrial" era in which the service sector would dominate.

That's what the Reagan administration and its allies have been doing ever since then. But what the real estate market has done is lead high-tech workers out of the workplace. The pain now taking place in the workplace, and the suffering that continues, is a symptom of the problems facing the economy.

THE arrangment of Black Organizational Mount Wilson, is that, "Other than the tax cut, the government is now heading us out of the depression." But even the tax cut, which was such an important improvement for the economy, was also an important improvement for the individuals who were paying the tax.

The provision in question is part of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) which requires restaurant owners whose tips total less than 8% of income to report those tips to IRS. Previously, only owners with tips in excess of 8% of income had to report such tips. Congress placed this limit to prevent unfairness to those owners whose tips are paid more than 8% of income.

The provision is an attempt to preserve the basic structure of the tax code in the face of increasing political pressures. Congress will not overlook the original principles of the code, and is unlikely to change the law.

Reagan's response was to issue a press release saying that "the measure is a good one." But it was also a signal of the administration's reluctance to take action on this issue. The administration has shown no interest in making any changes to the tax code.

The administration's position is that the tax code should be maintained as it is, and that it is not in the public interest to make any changes.
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Ronald Reagan, in his state of the union message, said that the administration was committed to "prolong the life of the current tax system." He also said that the administration was committed to "the administration's position is that the tax code should be maintained as it is, and that it is not in the public interest to make any changes.
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